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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Stormwater Department Vision and Strategic Objectives

The Auckland Council Stormwater Department (SWD) is responsible for the operation,
maintenance and improvement of the Auckland Region’s extensive stormwater drainage
network. It’s planning, projects and operations are aimed at achieving the Department’s
Vision of a Water Sensitive Community (refer Figure 1) , which in turn supports Auckland’s
Vision as The World’s Most Liveable City. Effective maintenance and operation of this
network is essential for the Department to achieve this Vision and its underlying Strategic
Objectives, namely:
•

Providing Safe Communities

•

Supporting Growth

•

Maintaining and Enhancing Healthy and Connected Waterways

•

Implementing Efficient Business

•

Maximising best outcomes through Prioritised Investment

Figure 1:

Stormwater Department and Strategic Objectives
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1.2.

Purpose and Structure of Document

The Stormwater Department must ensure its operation and maintenance activities meet its
levels of service as well as prevent and minimise environmental effects in. This overview
document has been developed to demonstrate how SWD meets these responsibilities. The
intention of this document is not to provide details of specific operations and maintenance
activities, but rather to provide a reference that maps the relevant responsibilities,
documents and processes in place within the Stormwater Department that meet the above.
The remainder of the document is set out as follows:
Section 2. Environmental Compliance and Level of Service Obligations. This section
provides context on the specific environmental compliance and level of service
requirements in the Asset Management Plan (AMP) associated with operation and
maintenance.
Section 3. Stormwater Responsibilities and Key Processes in Operations and Maintenance.
This section outlines describes the general processes in place to meet the primary operation
and maintenance functions within SWD. These processes can broadly be categorised as
follows:
a) Management of asset information
b) Customer response
c) Infrastructure inspection and maintenance programme
d) Upgrade of poor performing assets, and
e) Vesting.

1.3.

Review

This document will be reviewed:
•

three-yearly, and

•

in the event substantial changes in regulatory requirements or operation and
maintenance practices warrant a more frequent review.

Updates of this document made as a result of any reviews are to be provided to the
Manager of Resource Consent Compliance for written certification.
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2.

Environmental Compliance and Level of Service Obligations

Poor network maintenance can result in a myriad of environmental effects, health and
safety risks and poor levels of service. These include flooding, erosion and sediment
discharge, and in worst incidences, property damage, subsidence and public harm. To assist
in managing these risks, the Stormwater Department operational and maintenance
activities must be compliant with its environmental and level of services requirements.

2.1.

Environmental requirements under Auckland’s regional plans

The environmental requirements applicable to the operation and maintenance of the
stormwater network within the Auckland Region are:
•

Permitted activity and consent requirements under the operative Auckland Region:
Air Land and Water Plan and Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan, in terms of the use
and the maintenance of stream bed structures, including outfalls and dams.

•

Permitted activity and consent requirements with respect to the use and the
maintenance of coastal structures under the operative Auckland Region: Coastal Plan
and Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan.

•

Specific consent conditions set out in Auckland-wide Network Discharge Consent,
authorising the diversion and discharge stormwater from urban areas across the
Auckland Region. More specifically, the proposed requirements of this consent are
outlined below. This overview document has been submitted to comply with these
Conditions.

In addition, at the time of writing the 2016 version of this document, the following
additional region-wide consents were in the process of being applied for:
•

Dam Structures. Existing dam structures used for infrastructure such as stormwater
ponds, weirs and wetlands require consents under the Auckland Region: Air Land
and Water Plan. A regional consent is being sought to ensure that these structures
are managed efficiently and consistently across the region. This will also address any
Building Act requirements.

•

Coastal Structures. Due to their location and age, some coastal outfalls forming part
of the stormwater infrastructure will require consents under the Auckland Region:
Coastal Plan. As for the dam structures, a regional consent is being sought to ensure
that these structures are managed efficiently and consistently across the region.

Any additional operational and maintenance requirements stipulated under these consents
will be incorporated into this document.
6

Proposed Auckland-wide Stormwater NDC
7. The Operation and Maintenance Plan for the operation and maintenance
of the stormwater network shall be prepared and implemented. At a
minimum the Operation and Maintenance Plan must include a description
of the processes in place for, and key elements of, the operation and
maintenance of the stormwater network, including:
a) The establishment of an asset register which is made available to
the public on request;
b) Updating the asset register following commissioning and vesting of
any new major stormwater network infrastructure or management
devices;
c) An inspection and maintenance programme for network
infrastructure to prevent or minimise erosion, obstructions to flows
and hazards; and
d) Pre and post storm monitoring processes of critical or at risk
components of the network to minimise blockages and flood risk.
e) An outline of the service standards to be achieved and how these
give effect to the stormwater network objectives.
8. The consent holder shall provide a copy of the current Operation and
Maintenance Plan to the Manager for certification against Condition 7,
within three months of the commencement of this consent. This copy of the
Operation and Maintenance Plan shall include any amendments that have
been made during the processing of the consent.
9. The consent holder shall review the Operation and Maintenance Plan at
least every six years. The reviewed Operation and Maintenance Plan shall
be subject to the certification process set out in conditions of this consent.
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2.2.

Levels of Service under Stormwater Asset Management Plan

A primary function of the Council is to provide services to the community. Many of these
services are supported and provided by infrastructure assets, and the Local Government Act
2006 and 2010 (LGA) requires all organisations that own and/or operate publicly owned
infrastructure to plan for the long-term on-going expenditure. The LGA provides the
framework and powers for local authorities to decide which activities they undertake and
the manner in which they will undertake them. To balance this, the legislation also
promotes local accountability, with local authorities accountable to their communities for
decisions taken.
In accordance with the requirements of the LGA, the Auckland Council Stormwater Asset
Management Plan is the primary document that describes the way in which stormwater
asset development and management is undertaken to meet present and future stormwater
levels of service, while ensuring assets are managed in the most sustainable and cost
effective manner. It sets outs, after public consultation, required levels of service standards,
performance measures and targets, as well as key related strategies used to manage
performance.
Table 1 outlines the Levels of Service and Targets defined in the 2015 AMP, many of which
need to be met through the effective operational and maintenance of the network.
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Table 1:

Level of Services and Targets for Stormwater Management
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3.

Key Processes in Operations and Maintenance and Associated
Responsibilities

3.1.

Overview of Key Stormwater Department Operation and Maintenance
Activities

Key activities in the operation and maintenance of stormwater infrastructure include:
a) Asset Information Management
b) Inspection and maintenance of infrastructure
c) Customer Response
d) Upgrade of poor performing assets
e) Vesting of assets from development
As detailed in the remainder of this section, each of these activities has dedicated
Stormwater Department processes and personnel for their implementation, and all
contribute to the continuous improvement of the network.

3.2.

Asset Information Management

In order for effective inspection and maintenance of the stormwater network, data on its
location and condition is essential. Asset data is captured and stored to enable monitoring
of performance against service levels, support optimisation of asset management practices
and plan for future growth.
Table 2 depicts the types data collected and managed by the Department and how it is used.
However, this data must in turn be supported by robust business information systems that
can be effectively interrogated. Given the scale of the council asset base and activities, such
information systems are required to be smart, effective and integrated.
Table 2:

Types of Asset Related Data Collected

Data type

Purpose

Asset data- changes to asset geometry and

Instrumental to all aspects of stormwater management

attributes
Asset valuation data

Determines asset depreciation

Asset renewal data

Determines renewal profiles and expenditures

10

Data type

Purpose

Maintenance data, including cost

Supports LoS monitoring and optimising asset
management practices, informs operational planning,
support consent compliance

Condition data (CCTV)

Informs renewal profiles, support managing asset risk

Customer requests and complaints

Drive response maintenance, measures LoS, informs
operational planning and capture operational issues

Capacity data

Informs land use, supports growth,

Rainfall data

Supports hydraulic modelling and determining capacity
issues

Terrain specifics

Terrain data is critical for understanding overland flow
and flooding hazards.

Financial data

Instrumental all aspects of stormwater management

Project and contract data

Adds to data register, input ot asset valuation and CAPEX
planning and prioritisation

The recent commissioning of Project One Plus information system has been a significant
step in managing and updating this data, as well as making it available to the public and
other users such as infrastructure providers. It has merged the information contained in the
old legacy Council systems into one database, creating a central repository for asset
information, such as location of asset, asset material, and asset age, that can be used to:
•

Enable management and further standardisation of service request data

•

Enable management of work orders

•

Capturing maintenance and asset failure data, including customer complaints

•

Capturing maintenance cost at asset component level

•

Be integrated with GIS and

•

Be able to integrate with third party systems.

The Project One Plus Asset is regularly reviewed and updated by the Stormwater
Department’s Asset Information Team, incorporating information from:
11

•

Regular audits of data;

•

inspections and condition surveys , including CCTV inspections and those carried out
as part of routine operation and maintenance;

•

commissioned studies supporting hydraulic modelling;

•

commissioned stream walks, which include stream outfall inspections;

•

commissioned coastal outfall inspections;

•

commissioned inspections of stormwater quality and detention ponds, dams and
wetlands, including silt accumulation;

•

details of new infrastructure constructed by the Stormwater Department; and

•

details of new infrastructure vested by the developers.

3.3.
3.3.1.

Infrastructure Inspection and Maintenance Programme
Asset Maintenance based on Criticality

This risk-based approach is used within the SWD to determine the most cost-effective blend
of preventive and reactive maintenance. Asset failure is defined as an inability to deliver
specified levels of service. Specifically for the Stormwater Department, failure is defined as
an inability to:
•

Contain and convey

•

Comply (with legislation and resource consent conditions)

•

Protect staff and members of the public from unsafe environments

Focus is therefore placed on the probability that an asset will fail to contain and convey; to
comply; or to provide a safe environment. The conceptual approach to managing assets
within the risk framework is shown in Figure 2. The approaches adopted in the various zones
shown in the figure are as follows:
1) Run to failure – assets with a low consequence of failure are permitted to fail and
are repaired/renewed upon failure.
2) Predict – in this zone the focus is on predicting the likely condition of assets to
determine when it will be necessary to intervene to keep the likelihood of failure
below the threshold level. It is acknowledged that there can be significant
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variance in the condition of assets and some assets may fail whilst in this zone,
but the rate of such failures should be below the threshold level.
3) Proactive intervention – in this zone the condition of individual assets is assessed
and proactive works undertaken to ensure that the likelihood of failure does not
exceed the threshold level (preventative maintenance).
4) Avoid – The target is to avoid assets deteriorating to a state that the likelihood of
failure exceeds the thresholds set. The higher the consequence of failure the less
likelihood of failure is tolerated. Urgent works are undertaken to reduce the
likelihood of failure if assets are identified with a likelihood of failure that
exceeds the threshold level.
This risk-based approach results in a mix of proactive and reactive works being undertaken
as shown, comprising of reactive and proactive maintenance.
Reactive maintenance comprises correcting asset malfunctions and failures on an ‘as
required’ basis in response to service requests and public complaints. The objective is to fix
the network problems and restore the normal operation of the stormwater network in a
timely manner. The urgency of the response required depends on the risk associated with
the request or complaint and is defined through the Levels of Service.
Examples of reactive maintenance activities are:
•

Clearing blockages to restore the free flow of rainwater through the network

•

Urgent response is required when public health and safety may be endangered, for
example:
o Hazard to public safety when there’s flooding, unsafe or missing manhole
covers (including popping manholes) and catchpit grates.
o Hazard response – road pollution incidents

Preventive maintenance ranges from periodic inspections to condition surveys that aim to
monitor the asset performance and condition, and identify defects that require intervention.
It also comprises routine or programmed maintenance necessary to keep assets operating.
Examples of preventative maintenance include:
•

Inspection and clearing of critical assets at specified frequencies, such as culvert
inlets and outlets including litter traps, culverts under roads and catchpits in flood
prone areas.
13

•

Critical hot spot inspection before heavy rain, when heavy rain warnings are received
from the meteorological service. Hot Spots include critical culverts, catchpits, inlets
and outlets and known areas of flooding and surcharging. After heavy rain these
critical hot spots are re-inspected and cleared if required.

•

Stormwater pond inspections where debris is removed from inlets, outlets, grilles
and the pond itself, structures and state of vegetation inspected, and remedial work
programmes prepared. This can include spraying or physical removal of aquatic
weed infestation.

•

Inspection of other quality devices to de-silt, renew soakage media where required,
clear blockages, replenish planting, minor repairs attended to and remedial work
programmes prepared.
Auckland Council renewals strategy risk framework
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Figure 3:

3.3.2.

Planned (Preventative) and Reactive Works

Key Implementing Documents

The inspection, operation and maintenance of the public stormwater network is undertaken
through the use of the following key instruments and documents:
a) Operation and Maintenance Contracts
b) Operation and Maintenance Manual
c) Best Management Practice Guidelines
d) Emergency Management Plans

Operation and Maintenance Contracts

The service delivery of the operations and maintenance of stormwater infrastructure in the
Auckland region has been outsourced since 1993. The main maintenance contracts are long
term performance based and built on the principle of sharing risk between the contracting
parties. There are four maintenance contracts for the Auckland Region, one each for North,
South, Central and West areas. All contracts were awarded following public tenders and
represented the best value at the time. Contracts are reviewed every three years.
Table 3 outlines the types of activities covered by the maintenance contracts.

Table 3:

Operation and Maintenance Activities under Maintenance Contracts
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Activity Type

Description

Inspection and clearing of

Identified critical assets are scheduled into the operation and maintenance

critical assets

contracts for more frequent inspection and minor maintenance. These are
assets that are critical to effective operation of the network, or assets in high
flood risk areas. These are categorised by a consequence-based criteria, i.e.
there would be a large impact if the asset were to fail. Critical assets are likely
to have tailored operation and maintenance requirements to monitor and
minimise the risk of failure.

Proactive inspection and

High risk assets include all inlets, and designated outlets, culverts and catchpits

clearing of assets in high

and litter traps in flood prone areas. These are on fortnightly or monthly

flood risk areas

schedules for inspection and removal of debris. More significant maintenance
issues (e.g. erosion, fallen trees, etc) are reported back to the Stormwater
Department, and a work order is issued for further maintenance.
Critical flooding “hot spot” assets are scheduled for extra inspections and
removal of debris before and/or after heavy rain events.

Programmed pipeline

Inspections are undertaken to check the condition of a pipeline and identify any

condition surveys

faults, locating bends, fittings etc, and predominantly include CCTV inspections.
Other inspection / data gathering techniques include dye testing, smoke tests,
visual inspections, and manhole lid identification/survey. Inspections can be
reactive, such as a response to customer complaints or service requests, or
programmed as part of the asset management programme.

Pipeline and culvert

This work involves root cutting, blockage clearing and cleaning of pipelines and

cleaning and root cutting

culverts, can be urgent or non-urgent, and is carried out in response to:
Flooding
Inspections identifying roots or debris in the line
Work orders issued by Stormwater Department
The contracts state that these works are carried out in a manner that prevents
contamination of the downstream watercourse.

Public watercourse, open

Operation and maintenance contracts set out programmed inspection and

drain and concrete channel

maintenance of public watercourses and open drains, and provide inspections

inspection and maintenance

sheets to be completed which include the identification of hazards,
obstructions, areas of scouring and/or undercutting, indication of flooding,
areas in need of vegetation control, inlet and outlet operation, bank erosion,
and blockage and faults.
Reactive maintenance of watercourses is also provided for in the contracts in
instances that blockages or flooding arise.
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Activity Type

Description

Programmed stream outfall

Customer complaints and legacy council outfall condition data are used to

inspections and

identify stream outfalls that require maintenance work. Maintenance requests

maintenance

are issued by the Stormwater Department to maintenance contractors.

Pond, wetland and dam

A schedule of ponds is included in the contracts, together with inspection

inspections and

frequency and checklist report. Regular pond inspection requirements include:

maintenance

Visit and inspect each pond site.
Clear all upstream pond inlets as required.
Clear all pond outlets, grilles and remove debris from the site as required.
Check overflow/spillway structures.
Clear litter and debris from the pond (or ponds), including litter, shopping
trolleys, tyres etc. and remove from site as required.
The vegetation surrounding these assets is maintained by Parks, as per Service
Level Agreement.
Complete the relevant checklist for each pond.
Note and report to the Engineer any damage to the pond such as erosion,
vandalism, stock damage, rabbit holes etc. Remedial work may be then
required by the Engineer.
In addition the following is undertaken as required:
Inspection of ponds after heavy rain events.
Bathymetric surveys to determine sediment deposition rates (carried out by an
appropriately qualified party).
Assessment of contaminants (VOC, Pd, Zn, Cu) within silt, when a pond is found
to require desilting (carried out by an appropriately qualified party)
Control of aquatic weeds (through approved spraying methods or physical
removal) or grass carp.

Manhole inspection and

Manhole repairs are required to rectify missing, damaged, buried or dislodged

repairs

cast iron manhole frames and covers, as well as re-benching the manhole base
where required. The purpose of the repairs is predominantly to ensure public
safety, as well as maintaining hydraulic capacity. Inspection schedules and
checklists are included in the contracts, as well as maintenance and repair
specifications.
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Activity Type

Description

Catchpit inspection and

Catchpits are generally located in road kerbs. Occasionally catchpits are located

maintenance

in parks or at low points of sealed areas. Catchpits collect surface runoff
through a grate or grille across the top of the sump barrel. Stormwater is stored
in the barrel and heavier sediment is deposited in the sump barrel. With
increasing flow water rises in the sump barrel until it reaches the level of an
outlet pipe which conveys the water to the main stormwater pipe. Schedules
for sediment removal and clearing of the grill are included in operation and
maintenance contracts. Other maintenance is requested through work orders.

Soakage chamber

A soakage chamber is a concrete chamber with a borehole extending into

inspection and maintenance

fractured rock below. Areas that rely on soakage chambers for the effective
operation of the network have an inspection and maintenance schedule
stipulated in the operation and maintenance contract.

Soakage tunnel inspection

Soakage tunnels are natural drains formed within the basal groundwater

and maintenance

aquifers underlying the Auckland isthmus area. Stormwater from ground
infiltration, runoff and soakage chambers discharge into the tunnels. For areas
that rely on soakage tunnels for the effective operation of the network, an
inspection and maintenance schedule is stipulated in the operation and
maintenance contract.

Inspection and

A schedule of all proprietary and contaminant filter treatment devices is

maintenance of stormwater

provided in the contracts. Examples include: Floating Litter Traps, Sand Filters,

quality devices

Ecosol Units, Upflow Filters, Storm 360 Filters, Humes Interceptor, Hynds
Downstream Defenders, CDS Units, Enviropod Filters, and other devices.
Devices are inspected at regular intervals (e.g quarterly, six monthly, etc), and
specific inspection, maintenance, and cleaning requirements for each type of
device are either included in the operation and maintenance contract or a
maintenance contract with the proprietary device supplier.

Inspection and

Raingardens, swales and tree soakage pits are designed to improve the quality

maintenance of

of stormwater prior to its discharge into the receiving environment. They treat

raingardens, swales and

stormwater runoff by filtering it through vegetation and then allowing

tree soakage pits

stormwater to flow vertically through an organic soil or rain garden mix.
Schedules for inspection and minor maintenance of tree soakage pits, swales
and raingardens are included in operation and maintenance contracts where
applicable. The vegetation on these assets is maintained by Parks Operations as
per a Service Level Agreement.
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Activity Type

Description

Inspection and

Floodgates and non-return valves are typically installed in locations where

maintenance of floodgates

stormwater pipes discharge into an open channel or to the beach. Non-return

and non-return valves

valves prevent water from flowing up a pipe from a higher level in the stream or
at the beach into the outlet pipe. Floodgates can also be used to divert flows
from one catchment to another – often from a channel reaching its hydraulic
capacity to a designated overflow area. Inspection of floodgates and non-return
valves is scheduled in operation and maintenance contracts. Maintenance
issues are raised with the Stormwater Department and any required
maintenance is carried out by the maintenance contractor after a work order is
issued.

Inspection and

Stormwater pump stations lift stormwater from one catchment to another.

maintenance of pump

Pump stations are typically used to pump piped flows from a piped network

stations and treatment

into an open channel flowing at a higher level. Treatment plants provide basic

plants

treatment to stormwater. Inspection of pump stations and treatment plants is
scheduled in operation and maintenance contracts. Maintenance issues are
raised with the Stormwater Department and any required maintenance is
carried out by the maintenance contractor after a work order is issued.

Inspection and

Under agreement with Auckland Transport, the Stormwater Department

maintenance of stormwater

undertakes maintenance of designated stormwater infrastructure associated

infrastructure associated

with roads, including inspection, cleaning and minor repair of catchpits, CCTV

with roads

monitoring of pipes, and cleaning of identified treatment devices.

Review of maintenance

Each operations area has a maintenance programme that is specified in the

programme

relevant operation and maintenance contract and covers routine asset
inspections, minor maintenance and proactive maintenance of assets in flood
prone areas and critical assets. The Stormwater Department reviews asset
condition information to assess whether changes to the programme are
required. If programme changes are required, these are implemented through
contract variations, or included when contracts are renewed.

Pipeline and culvert minor

Small sections of damaged pipe that are identified as part of routine or reactive

repairs and replacements

asset inspections are repaired or replaced by the contractor after a work order
is issued. Projects for larger scale pipe replacements are incorporated into the
Capital Works Programme.

Coastal outfall inspections

A schedule of coastal outfalls is included in the contracts, and the contractor

and maintenance

must inspect, maintain and report on coastal outfalls annually; this includes
completion of an inspection sheet form and a check on erosion and structural
integrity.
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The Stormwater Department also carries out operation and maintenance of stormwater
assets that are owned by AT through a service level agreement (SLA). These assets include
catchpits, pipes and treatment devices in the road corridor, and the operation and
maintenance activities cover:
•

Response to request for service, such as road flooding or reactive repairs of assets

•

Cleaning of over 80,000 road catchpits at various frequencies.

•

Cleaning of soakholes and culverts

Regional Operation and Maintenance Manual

The Regional Stormwater Operations and Maintenance Manual provides consistent
procedures for the maintenance activity on our stormwater network and treatment devices.
The manual comprises a description of activities and associated checklists, with Volume 1
covering pipes, catchpits, and manholes and Volumes 2 covering treatment devices.

Best Management Practice Guidelines

Best management practice guidelines have been developed and implemented for a number
of activities. Best management practice guidelines have been well progressed for:
•

Small and large pipe root cutting

•

Small and large pipe silt removal

Further best management practice guidelines will be developed for other activities with high
environmental risk as needs are identified.

Emergency management

Emergency management deals with the response to severe events. Stormwater manages
emergency incidents using an incident escalation system, which defines roles,
responsibilities and processes for responding to incidents. These unusual events or natural
disasters require more attention than responding to normal faults, and cause operational
strategies to change to a different mode. Emergency management strategies aim to
minimise the disruption to services from events such as key staff absences, critical asset
failures or widespread disasters.
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There are different plans used for preparing and responding to more extreme emergencies.
These plans include an escalation process, structures, communication and reporting lines
that may change as an incident escalates. The different plans and their current status for the
Stormwater Department are summarised in Table 3-3 below.
In addition, the Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) Act 2002 stipulates that
Lifeline Utilities must plan for continuity of service, be capable of managing its own
response to emergencies, and establish CDEM Groups across regions consistently. The ALG
is a voluntary group made up of lifeline organisations in the Auckland region and operates
under the auspices of the council, which takes on the role as funds administrator and enters
into contracts for services on behalf of the ALG. Since 2004 the ALG has also been the
coordinator for lifeline utilities for Auckland Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM)
Group planning. However, the ALG itself does not take an operational role in an emergency;
its role is primarily focussed on risk reduction and readiness.
The Stormwater Department is a member of ALG steering committee which meets quarterly
to discuss and report on actions. In addition to non-operational planning the Unit does take
an appropriate operational role in an emergency when directed by Civil Defence.

Table 4:

Emergency Plans

Plan type

Purpose

Current status and description

Business

Developed to coordinate efforts

The Stormwater BCP has been tested during the annual

Continuity

for keeping the council business

council wide BCP tests. During the first exercise (Exercise

Plans (BCP)

operating through high risk

Tahi) several areas of improvement were identified and

events such as pandemics, staff

the BCP was updated and placed on the I&ES Intranet

death and terrorism.

page following this exercise. The majority of the
improvements have been implemented. The areas not
implemented were reviewed in August 2014 (Exercise
Toru) and the BCP was aligned to the 2014 corporate
business continuity format.

Incident

Covers the processes that an

Response

organisation will use to respond

Plans (IRP)

and recover from a major
incident. IRP defines roles and
responsibilities, communication
and interfaces with other

Regional IRP completed in 2010
The new regional approach allows the maintenance
contractors to be reallocated to different areas during
significant storm events as the events are generally
localised.

organisations and council

The IRP is based on a five level alert system where levels

departments.

two to four are covered by IRP and level five is a civil
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Plan type

Purpose

Current status and description
defence emergency. Level one is business as usual and is
covered by the normal maintenance contracts.

Contractor’s

This demonstrates the adequate

This shall be updated as required but not less than six

contingency

backup and support in the event

monthly.

plan

of an emergency, including staff,
plant and materials.

Source: Auckland Council. June 2015

3.3.3.

Regulating Private Assets: Stormwater Bylaw

The key purpose of the bylaw is to provide a consistent regulatory approach for stormwater
management across Auckland. It recognises the responsibilities of property owners with
respect to on-site stormwater management and that activities on private land can impact on
both upstream and downstream properties in terms of flooding or causing damage to the
wider stormwater network.
Specifically, the bylaw
•

ensures that the public stormwater network and private stormwater systems are of
a consistently high standard throughout Auckland

•

requires on-site stormwater devices on private land to be well maintained, as they
form part of the wider stormwater network

•

manages activities on private property that potentially have adverse impacts on the
public stormwater network

•

enables the council to develop stormwater controls for specific areas and specific
local issues.

Adopting and implementing an Auckland-wide stormwater bylaw will enable the council to
apply the stormwater provisions of the local government legislation in a measured and
appropriate way for different issues/areas across Auckland, and to enforce them more
effectively and efficiently. As examples, there are instances where the public stormwater
network is obstructed by structures and materials that impede and divert the flow of water.
In some cases this can cause harmful effects to waterways and biodiversity and built
infrastructure.
In addition, in some areas of Auckland, ground soakage is considered the preferred method
for land drainage. The Auckland City bylaw currently provides the council with a mechanism
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to require an area to be designated for ground soakage. This is because of the excellent
capacity for aquifer recharge in parts of the Isthmus. Legacy district plans provide for ground
soakage in other suitable areas, such as areas with peat soil in Papakura and the volcanic
soils in Mangere Bridge. A bylaw would allow the council to require ground soakage to be
used in areas where there are suitable soils.

3.4.

Customer Response

The Council responds to all requests for investigation of problems that may be related to the
public stormwater system through the Project One Plus Information System described
above in Section 3.2. Complaints or service requests are directed through the Council Call
Centre, logged under Project One Plus, and forwarded to council contractors or staff for
investigation and rectification.
The findings of the investigations are communicated to property owners and any issues
associated with the public stormwater system are either addressed immediately (where
minor) or included in maintenance schedules for future scoping and delivery. The
Stormwater Department also provides assessment and advice on occasions where flooding
incidents are caused by failure of the private stormwater system or unauthorised altering of
overland flow paths.

3.5.

Upgrade of poor performing assets

3.5.1.

Identification of poor performing assets

The identification of poor performing assets occurs through a variety of mechanisms,
including;
Customer complaints and requests:

Customer requests guide reactive maintenance activities. Repeated complaints and
requests are indicative of recurrent problems that may require more permanent solutions
than reactive maintenance can provide. It should be noted that these solutions are not
necessarily provided through a Council activity (as they are often private issues).

Ongoing Maintenance Issues:

Where the required maintenance of specific assets is found to be extensive (as a result of
contracted inspections/surveys), upgrades will be investigated.
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Asset safety assessments:

Health and safety risks of stormwater assets are assessed to identify high priority assets for
health and safety-related repairs.

Asset Criticality Assessments

The Council uses a GIS based tool to assess the criticality of stormwater infrastructure. This
model (Stormwater Asset Criticality Model 2016) takes into account social, economic and
environmental impacts to Council business as well as the wider community. These impacts
include property damage, safety risk, environmental degradation and economic impacts.
Table 5 below represents the factors currently used to assess the criticality of pipes in the
region (criticality assessment for other asset types are being scoped). A scoring system to
scale the degree of impact and a weighting factor to indicate the degree of importance
(relative to the other assessment factors) is applied to each assessment factor and these are
then used to derive the overall criticality score of the asset, ranging from non-critical (score:
1) to very high critical (score: 5) .

Table 5:

Criticality Assessment Factors for Pipes

Assessment Factor

Reason for Inclusion

Asset Diameter

As a proxy for likely extent of ponding / overland flow resulting from
asset failure, as well as the asset value

Near a Critical Facility

Reflecting the extent of social and economic effects from their operation
– includes critical health, emergency services, banking, fast moving
consumer goods and lifeline utility facilities

In a landfill

Reflects the difficulties in repairing the asset and difficult ground
conditions

Land use

Representing the likely extent of property damage in more built up areas

Drains a depression

Representing the potential for flooding if blocked / broken

Under a road

Representing the social and economic impacts of access disruption
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Under a building footprint

Representing the difficulties in repair and the potential for building
damage

3.5.2.

Design and Construction of Asset Upgrades

There are a range of structural measures available for renewing or upgrading assets
including:
•

Diversion of a portion or the whole upstream catchment to reduce flows

•

Modifications to increase hydraulic capacity

•

Extending existing reticulation system to un-reticulated properties

•

Daylighting or naturalisation

•

Improving channel conveyance

•

Pipe, treatment device and outfall rehabilitation

The implementation of projects and initiatives are ultimately determined by two overarching processes:
•

Project Review and Feasibility Assessment of projects and initiatives known as the
“Gateway Process”; and

•

Council’s Planning and Budgeting Process under the Local Government Act.

Gateway Process for Infrastructure Projects

The Auckland Council’s Project Gateway Process is depicted in Figure 3 and incorporates the
various project stages in place to identify, implement and review infrastructure solutions.
Each Gateway is represented as a blue diamond, and represents a ‘phase appropriate’
decision point, where the project is reviewed to ensure that the objectives and deliverables
of the phase are met, confirming that the project is suitable and sufficiently developed to
progress to the next phase. The process comprises a quality assurance mechanism to
ensure that projects are robustly identified and scoped prior to entering the Stormwater
Department’s capital works programme for implementation.
The Gateway Process relies on the compilation and completion of project and relevant
departmental decision-making documents relevant to the phase that the project is in.
Depending on the phase of the Gateway, matters to be considered include: strategic
alignment, economic and financial evaluation, implementation risk (including consenting
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requirements), risks if the project does not go ahead, cost/benefit analysis, and consultation
with Local Boards, mana whenua and directly affected parties.
Based on this information, the “sponsor” makes an informed decision based on the relevant
documents as to whether or not the project is ready for the approval for the next phase.
Alternatively if the sponsor is not satisfied with any of the essential tasks, the sponsor will
return the document to the project manager so they can provide further input or
clarification on the phase documents. The sponsor or project manager can escalate the
Gateway approval to a Gateway Panel.
As a result, the Gateway approval will support the ‘go’ or ‘no-go’ decision to proceed to the
next phase. For example, the project may be put on hold at the Gateway if there are
programme or business reasons not to proceed at that time.
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Figure 4:

Capture the idea,
problem or
requirement to
understand the
potential benefit

Gateway Process

Propose options,
approach benefits
& project
governance.
Expand indicative
project costs,
timeframe,
resources, risks &
business owner.

Set up the
project team
and project
plan, including
cost, time,
resources, risks,
activities &
delivery
commitments.

Execute the
Project Plan &
ensure the
delivered assets,
products or
services are fit for
purpose & meet
requirements
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Prepare for &
handover assets,
products or services.

Plan for & track the
progress of benefits,
consolidates results
and feeds into
continuous
improvement.

Council Planning and Budgeting Processes under the Local Government Act

The LGA governs the overall actions of local authorities to ensure they:
•

conduct business in an open and transparent manner;

•

make themselves aware of community views;

•

provide opportunities for Māori to participate in decision-making processes;

•

collaborate and cooperate with other local authorities as appropriate;

•

ensure prudent stewardship of resources; and

•

take a sustainable development approach.

In line with these principles, LGA requires local authorities to be rigorous in their decisionmaking by identifying all reasonably practicable options for achieving their objectives, and
then assessing those options by considering the benefits and costs in terms of the present
and future well-being of the community, and the extent to which community outcomes
would be promoted.
To achieve this, the LGA requires a robust planning process to be undertaken by all councils,
with the key elements comprising the preparation of the following documents:
•

The Auckland Plan.

•

Infrastructure Strategy

•

Asset Management Plan (AMP). While not required under the LGA, the LGA does
advise that asset management planning should be a fundamental part of a council’s
prudent stewardship of community resources over the long term.

•

Long-term plan (LTP) every three years, required under Part 6 of the LGA.

•

Annual plans in the other two years, also required under Part 6 of the LGA.

•

Annual Reports.

The purpose of all these planning documents is to describe, with a long-term focus,
Council’s activities, together with the community outcomes it aims to achieve, thereby
showing accountability to the community. It also provides the opportunity for the public to
participate in these Council decision-making processes.
It is essential to recognise the significant influence that these processes have on the ability
of the Stormwater Department to deliver stormwater improvements. The Stormwater
Department has made significant efforts to identify its funding requirements to deliver
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effective services and progressively reduce adverse effects and to prioritise expenditure and
activities in order to utilise available budget as efficiently and effectively as possible.
However the extent of the work and investment that can be undertaken is constrained by
the level of funding that is available and the priorities assigned to other Council activities, as
set out in these Plans. Priorities, projects and associated funding are considered across
Council, meaning that any stormwater priorities and funding requirements are assessed
against other Council priorities across the many essential functions and services that Council
undertakes. Accordingly the extent to which the identified upgrades are achieved, and the
timing of achieving them, is significantly dependent on available budget.

3.6.

Vesting of assets from development

The majority of new stormwater public infrastructure is developed by the private sector and
later vested to the council for ongoing maintenance responsibilities. Once development is
complete, any infrastructure that is built by the developer which is to be vested to the
Council must meet engineering approvals.
The Stormwater Department actively engages with the development community in terms of
vesting of the assets by:
•

Liaising with development engineers to create a consistent and efficient approval
process for complying stormwater infrastructure.

•

Working with the development engineers and developers should issues arise during
the vesting process.

•

Providing clear requirements for this infrastructure through the Stormwater Code of
Practice.

Chapter 4 of the Auckland Council Code of Practice for Land Development and Subdivision
(the Code of Practice) sets out minimum requirements for the design and construction of
stormwater systems for land development and subdivision where the stormwater
infrastructure is intended to be vested to the Auckland Council for ongoing operation and
maintenance, together with eventual replacement. The technical specifications provide for
minimum standards to support project planning and promote water-sensitive design, as well
as for deviation by way of an approval mechanism in consultation with the Stormwater
Department as future asset owner.
Once an asset has been given engineering approval in line with the Code of Practice, it will:
•

Remain with the developer for a two year maintenance period
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•

Be digitised into GIS and SAP (including as built information)

•

Be included in the inspection schedules in the Maintenance Contracts as each
contract is renewed every three years.
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